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Abstract
COVID-19 is a disease that is caused by SARS-CoV-2 and very speedily spreading all over
the world. The blood group’s eﬀect on COVID-19 is not clear. The main aim of this article is
to determine the relationship between sensitivity of COVID-19 and ABO blood group. For this
study we have observed that the individuals with blood group A are at higher risk of getting
COVID-19 because they contain the higher concentration of Angiotensin-converting enzyme-2
that provide the site to virus for entry. But in other blood groups the natural Anti A antibodies block
the interaction between host receptor and virus and disturb their interaction. Certain studies show
that the infectivity and mortality rate in covid patients is not aﬀected by AB blood group system.
But according to research, increased ventilator usage, ICU stay was observed in critically
ill patients with AB blood group than of other blood groups. O blood group has proved to be
protective against SARS-CoV-2 due to the presence of both anti-A and anti-B antibodies as they
prevent the binding of the spike protein S of the virus with the ACE2 receptors which are present
on the surface of cells. Moreover, furin also plays a major role in penetration of virus in the host
cells. Furin is required for the activation of the spike protein S of the virus and due to the low
eﬃciency of furin cleavage in blood group O it is protected from SARS-CoV-2 and other chronic
diseases. Mortality rate of covid 19 depends upon the environmental factors, number of people
living in the area and also some economic factors. The diﬀerent strains of COVID-19 eﬀect the
diﬀerent people diﬀerently and as the time passes the strain of COVID-19 has changed and thus
according to this the mortality rate of diﬀerent provinces and areas varies due to environmental
factors. Pregnant women have no any kind of transportation of covid to their fetuses but mostly
patients of blood group A are being aﬀected by COVID-19 and hence their fetuses are somehow
eﬀected. And those pregnant women having blood group O does not have any risk of COVID-19
of severe stages.

Introduction
On 31st December 2019 the irst positive case of severe
acute respiratory syndrome was reported in Wuhan, china’s
Hubei province [1]. It was named from SARS CoV2 to Corona
virus (COVID-19) in February by the World health organization
WHO and was declared as a pandemic on 11 March [2] due to
its spread and high mortality rate in United States and Europe
[3]. The, utilization of biomarkers to foresee susceptibility to
SARS-CoV-2 isn’t obvious. Studies have proved that ABO blood
group system also have a relation with the spread and the
percentage of disease (SARS-CoV-2) [4,5]. Moreover, studies
have shown the increased risk of Virus among people with
chronic diseases [6].
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.ijcv.1001039
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Increasing association between blood group A and
SARS CoV-2
Initial reports on COVID-19 suggested that there is a
link between ABO blood group system and sensitivity to
severe respiratory infection by coronavirus [7-9]. The metaanalysis and systemic review were conducted by Nanyang
Liu to investigate the association of ABO blood groups with
increasing COVID-19 spread. A and B blood group individuals
are at higher risk of COVID-19 but not case for AB. Blood group
O blood group individuals were at low risk of COVID-19 [10].
Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 is an enzyme that attached
to the membrane of cell and provide a site for binding to SARSCoV-2 and entre in to cell [11]. The enzyme that helps in the
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adhesion of corona virus to S protein is angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2. It is speci ically blocked by natural anti A antibodies.
These anti-bodies disturb the interaction between the corona
virus and host receptor by creating a safe mechanism [12].
A study by Zhoaet al. say that COVID-19 has a greater effect
on blood group A as compare to blood group O [13]. Further
assessment of this data was coordinated by antibodies,
portraying blood bundles as against A (blood packs B and O)
and antagonistic to B (blood packs A and O), and suggested
that foe of antibodies was less associated with COVID-19 [14].
There was no af iliation found between antibodies present
and the danger of COVID-19. We saw that people with against
A antibodies were at higher potential outcomes of testing
positive for COVID-19, regardless this inding was not really
essential. This inding denies that by Gerard et al, who found
that enemy of A was associated with a far and away lower
hazard of contamination. A really authentic assessment
recommends that maybe the relationship not lies in the sort
of antibodies but in degrees of antibodies, where COVID-19
patients were found to have essentially lower levels than
asymptomatic controls [15]. According to a study conducted
in Turkey, there was no clear difference between ABO blood
groups [16]. It is noted by experiments that Rh + group has a
greater chance of COVID-19 but Rh-group is considered to be
protective [17].
Association between blood group B and corona viruses
The recurrence of blood group B among COVID-19
contaminated individuals had been accounted for to be
somewhere in the range of 17.01% and 30.93%. At the
point when we joined these outcomes utilizing an irregular
impact model (I2 = 79.1%, Q = 28.70, p < 0.001), the absolute
recurrence of blood group B among all COVID-19 contaminated
individuals were assessed as 24.99% (95% CI, 20.35–29.62).
Only two examinations contrasted patients and without
blood group B in term of the chances of COVID-19 disease.
Both showed lower chances of death among individuals with
blood group B [18]. In vitro, the counter An immune response,
found in people with blood bunch O or B, seems to threaten
the communication between SARS-CoV-1 and the receptor
for angiotensin changing over catalyst 2 (ACE2), which is
communicated by have target cells [19]. Cellular models have
suggested an explanation, which is evidencing that spike
protein/Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)-dependent
adhesion to ACE2-expressing cell lines was inhibited by
monoclonal or human anti-A antibodies, so individuals with
non-A blood types, speci ically O, or B blood types, which
produce anti-A antibodies, may be less sensitive to get acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) due to the
inhibitory effects of anti-A antibodies [20].
Eﬀect of Ab blood group on SARS-CoV-2
The blood groups were thought to have an effect on SARSCoV-2 infection and clinical outcomes. A detailed study of 715
articles was made which were taken from seven different
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.ijcv.1001039

databases. They went through meta-analysis and screening.
The results showed that blood group AB doesn’t affect the rate
of infection in covid patients nor does it have any effect on the
mortality rate [21]. In another study, around 31,100 samples
were collected and infectivity rates in accordance with the
blood groups were studied in detail. The results claimed that
individuals inhabiting blood group AB have a higher rate of
severity of these infections. In addition, the demise rate was
also high in patients with AB blood groups than patients with
other blood groups [22].
Moreover, as SARS-CoV-2 is a respiratory syndrome,
so against the attack of virus, the effect of anti A antibodies
was observed that may relate to this infection. This was
done to mark effect of blood groups on Covid infection. Data
was collected pertaining to ICU extension, sex, age, dates of
symptoms, CRRT (continuous renal replacement therapy).
The studies showed that AB blood group patients require a
higher proportion of mechanical ventilation. Their ICU stay
was much long as compared to patients with other blood
groups. So the mechanical ventilation requiring probability
was more in such patients. The requirement of mechanical
ventilation. CRRT and prolonged ICU admission is higher in
critically ill patients with blood group AB than with other
groups [23].
Association of blood group O and SARS-CoV-2
The instant global spread of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
in China and its rapid international and national spread pose
a worldwide health emergency [24]. Researches have proved
the relation between various blood groups and SARS-CoV-2
[25]. Like ABO blood group system, Rh type also play a key role
in providing immunity against SARS-CoV-2 [26]. A comparison
has revealed that individuals with blood group O had a lower
risk of infection compared to non-O blood groups and Rh+
blood was associated with higher odds of testing positive [27].
A genetic testing company released the data of its ongoing
research in which some people were intentionally exposed
to virus and are compared with the normal population. In the
normal population, people with O blood type were 9% - 18%
less likely to test positive compared to the other non O blood
types [23]. When looking at individuals exposed to corona,
people with O blood group were 13% - 26% less likely to test
positive. The percent of respondents reporting a positive test
for COVID-19 was highest among those with the AB blood
type and was lowest for people who are O blood type [28]. Rhstatus seemed protective against SARS-CoV-2 infection. O, Rh-,
and O- blood groups were the most protective in individuals
younger than age 70 [29]. Like SARS-CoV the mechanism
of SARS-CoV-2 infection also depends on spike protein as it
utilizes angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) as receptor
for cell entry and several other host proteases also help the
virus to invade the cells more ef iciently [30-32].
Protection of O blood type against SARS
Blood O type is most protective against the development
www.clinvirologyjournal.com
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of cardiovascular diseases and severe COVID -19 as it contains
lower level of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) whereas
blood A type is positively associated with ACE activity [33].
It contains both anti-A and anti-B antibodies that prevent
the entry and the attachment of the virus to ACE2 receptors
[34]. The anti-A antibodies is the main antibody that prevent
the adhesion of SARS-CoV-2 spike to ACE2 receptor which is
present on the cell surface. The protection of anti-A antibody
in O blood group was high as compared to anti-A antibodies in
B blood group [35]. So, blood group O is more protective. The
entry of virus into the cell involves the pre-activation of the S
protein by the protein convertase furin or furin-like proteases
and due to lower ef iciency of furin cleavage in blood group O
individuals they are protective against virus [36].
Eﬀect of COVID-19 on pregnant women and relationship
with blood groups
Corona virus is a harmful disease and pandemic due
to which there is a rapid increase in cases which effect on
lungs and if the effect on lungs is severe then it causes death.
From 2019 to 2020 the deaths are at least 250,000. But
the pregnant women are at high risk of getting this disease
because its immune system is somehow weak as they provide
the protection, food, antigens, antibodies to the fetus in their
womb [37]. First trimester pregnant women are suffered
with COVID-19 had voluntary miscarriages and these cases
are mostly 4 of 7 [38]. First trimester pregnant women are
suffered with COVID-19 had voluntary miscarriages and these
cases are mostly 4 of 7 [39]. Women with second and third
trimester had high risk of fetal mortality or ICU admission
and miscarriages, premature birth happened sometime but
not any risk of transference of COVID-19, however mother
may be faced respiratory problems as compared to nonpregnant effected women [40-42]. COVID-19 in lict stress and
depression on the minds of pregnant women which in result
effect fetus growth [43].
COVID-19 Eﬀect according to blood group on pregnant
women
The pregnant women having blood group A or having Rhnegative have the high risk of getting COVID-19 [44]. And,
O blood group have a very low risk of getting COVID-19 so
fetuses of O blood group mothers are safe [45,46]. Rh –ive
pregnant women were not suffered with COVID-19 at higher
rate but Rh +ive pregnant women are more effected [46]. It can
be inferred that blood type A is more prone towards infection
by SARS-CoV-2. However there is an urgent need to further
investigate the molecular mechanism involved in infection of
SARS-CoV-2 among blood group A group of people and other
blood groups.
Mortality rate of COVID-19 patients
The mortality rate of COVID-19 widely depends upon
ventilator performance, ICU facility, disease characteristics,
experience of hospital team and the geographical area
characteristics. The, mortality rate of COVID-19 patients varies
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.ijcv.1001039

from (20% to 97%) in different areas of world. According to
a preliminary report there is a great connection between ABO
blood group and susceptibility to SARC covid-2 infection [47].
In vitro, the counter A resistant reaction, found in blood group
O or B of individuals, appears to indicate the relation between
SARS-CoV-1 and the receptor for angiotensin changing
over compound 2 (ACE2), which is conveyed by have target
cells [48]. Given that SARS-CoV-2 moreover binds to ACE2
[49,50]. Multiorgan tropism of SARS-CoV-2 can aggravate the
infection and severity [51]. A critical analysis was done on the
patients of COVID-19 by using the in lammatory cytokines of
the ill patients. In addition, we are in search of country wide
population ABO blood group distribution record. The aim of
current study is to investigate the severity of SARS-CoV-2
among people of different ABO blood groups depending
upon the different serums present in the organs or other
products used in clinics like ventilators CCRT or the maintain
in ICU [52-54]. Scienti ic evidence also suggests the possible
alleviation of neuropsychiatric complications after COVID-19
by luoxetine use [55].

Conclusion
Different blood groups respond to SARS-CoV-2 infection
differently with A, B and AB blood group posing higher risk of
infectivity, increased mortality rate and prolonged treatment
respectively. While, O blood group provides patients with
protective mechanism. Moreover, weak immune system
makes pregnant women more susceptible to it especially A
and Rh negative. But, it is to be noted mutations are taking
place in this virus with time.
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